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Today there are several sophisticated programs for simulation of response 
function of detectors for nuclear and particles decays and interactions: 

Geant3, Geant4 – e, , , , n, ,  and many others (ions too)
MCNP5 (Monte Carlo Neutral Particles transport code) – e, , n
MCNPX (MCNP eXtended) – e, , n, p, ions
EGS4, EGS5 (Electron Gamma Showers) – e, 
FLUKA
…

However, while these programs simulate complicated physics, they do not 
know:
(1) Geometry of your measurements (dimensions and positions of all objects; 
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(1) Geometry of your measurements (dimensions and positions of all objects; 
materials; which objects are sources, screens or detectors; magnetic and 
electric fields; etc.);

(2) Initial kinematics of events (which particles are emitted, place and time, 
energies, directions of movement)

We will talk about generation of initial kinematics of events in low energy 
nuclear physics – , , and 2 decays of atomic nuclei:
1. Introduction and general methods to generate random events with needed 

distributions;
2. Generation of initial kinematics of events in  and  decays;
3. Generation of events in 2 decays.



All methods of generation of random numbers in accordance with a given 
distribution are based on random numbers uniformly distributed in [0,1] 
interval ().

These ’s should be:
(1) really uniformly distributed;
(2) with big period;
(3) correlation between subsequent ’s should be absent.

They could be obtained with:
(1) some physical processes (white noise, roulette, etc.); 
(2) by numerical algorithms (pseudorandom numbers).
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(2) by numerical algorithms (pseudorandom numbers).

History knows many stories when people thought that they have good 
generator for ’s but it was not so.

Example of bad physical generation 
Jack London, “Smoke Bellew: Shorty Dreams”: Smoke obtained 70,000$ 
because he noticed that winning numbers have correlation (due to distortion 
of table which stood close to fire)



Examples of bad numerical generation
1. Neumann, 1946, middle square method (middle digits are extracted from 

square of previous number) – collapses to 0 if all 0’s middle digits once 
happen;

2. Even complicated algorithms could converge to reproduction of the same 
sequence of numbers with short period in dependence on initial seed(s)

D.E. Knuth, The art of Computer Programming, v. 2: Seminumerical
Algorithms, ch. 3: Random Numbers (170 p.)

Correlation: in first versions of C compiler (for PDP), two random numbers x, y 
never filled some straight lines on a screen (from my personal experience)
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Advice: if you do not want to theoretically develop some new algorithms for 
’s generation, it would be better to use already tested good generators, f.e. in 
CERN library: rndm (period 108), ranecu (1018), ranmar (1043), ranlux (10165).

In the following, we will suppose that you already have some good generator 
of ’s. Main methods to obtain random numbers with needed distributions on 
the basis of ’s are given below.



A1. Method of Neumann (sampling method): x [a,b], 0(x)max(x)
[J. Neumann, NBS Appl. Math. series 12 (1951) 36]

(1) sample 1 and 2

(2) t = a+(ba)1 and y = max2

(3) if y > (t), go to (1); if y  (t), accept x = t.



max

not accepted
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xa b

not accepted

accepted

Density (x) could be non-normalized. Method works faster if area 
under (x) is bigger.



A2. Method of inverse functions

Solving equation:
x

 =  (t)dt,


in respect to x, we obtain x with (t). Density (t) should be normalized:


 (t)dt = 1.
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Method is preferred if: (1) integral can be taken analytically; (2) equation can 
be easily solved. 
To obtain one x, one should sample only one .

Example 1: (x) = ex, x > 0.
First of all,  should be normalized, so in fact should be: (x) = ex. 
 = 0x exdx = 1  ex. 
ex = 1
x = 1/  ln(1) = 1/  ln
(because 1 is also uniformly distributed in [0,1] interval, like )



Example 2: how to generate point uniformly distributed in circle with radius R

Probability to be in layer dr
(r)dr = c2rdr

R

 (r)dr = 1  c = 1/(R2)  (r) = 2r/R2

0

r



r+dr
r
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 (r)dr =  r2/R2 =  r = R1/2 

0

So:
(1)  = 21,    r = R(2)1/2

(2) x = rcos(),    y = rsin()



A3. If x can have discrete values x1, x2, …, xn with probabilities p1, p2, …, pn, the 
sampling method is the following:

(1) sample 
(2) find number i for which   p0+p1+p2+…+pi1   < p0+p1+p2+…+pi (p0 = 0)
(3) x = xi

Should be fulfilled:

n

 pi = 1.
i=1
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i=1

It would be better to calculate intermediate sums in advance. 
Method works faster, if pi are arranged in descending order.



A4. Method of superposition
[J.W. Butler, Symp. on Monte Carlo methods, 1966, p. 249]

If 
n                                       n                              

(x) =  pi  i(x),         pi = 1,         i(t)dt = 1, 
i=1                                    i=1                        

then:
(1) sample  and find i as in accordance with A3
(2) sample x in accordance with i(x) with algorithms A1 or A2
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A5. Generalized method of Neumann

If 

(x) = a1(x)g(x),        (t)dt = 1,      1(t)dt = 1,    0  g(x)  1,

then:
(1) sample t in accordance with 1(x) with algorithms A1 or A2
(2) sample y = 
(3) if y > g(t), go to (1); if y  g(t), accept x = t.
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A6. Mixed method (generalization of A4 and A5)
[H. Kahn, USAEC report AECU-3259, Rand Corp., 1954]

If
n

(x) =  aii(x)gi(x),        (t)dt = 1,      i(t)dt = 1,    0  gi(x)  1,
i=1

then:
(1) sample i using A3 with pi = ai /  ai

(2) sample t in accordance with i(x) 
(3) sample y = 
(4) if y > g (t), go to (1); if y  g (t), accept x = t.
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(4) if y > gi(t), go to (1); if y  gi(t), accept x = t.

Average number of x sampling is  ai.   
Method is good if t can be easily sampled in accordance with i(x), 
gi(t) can be easily calculated and  ai is not very big.

Choice of specific algorithm depends on (x) and on speed of calculation for 
mathematical operations and sampling of ’s.



Very often we need random numbers distributed in accordance with 
Gaussian.

One of the most brief (in sense of programming) algorithms to obtain 
normally distributed number (0,1) with average  = 0 and standard deviation 
 = 1 (only two ’s to obtain two ’s):

(1) sample 1 and 2

(2) 1(0,1) = [2ln1]1/2sin(22),    2(0,1) = [2ln1]1/2cos(22)  

To obtain (,)  with arbitrary  and : 
(,) =  + (0,1) .
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(,) =  + (0,1) .



Coordinates of event (, , 2 decay) for uniform voluminous source

If source is parallelepiped with dimensions a, b, c (beginning of the coordinate 
system – in left bottom corner):
(1) x = a1,    y = b2,    z = c3

If source is cylinder with radius r and height c, then:
(1)  = 21,     = r(2)1/2

(2) x = cos(),    y = sin(),    z = c3
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Sampling the directions of movements of two particles with 
angular correlation ()

Let one of particles is emitted isotropically in all directions, and angle 
between 1st and 2nd particle is described by density (). 

If directions of movements are determined by angles 1, 1 and 2, 2 (0  i  , 
0  i  2), then 
cos = cos1cos2 + sin1sin2cos(12).

Algorithm:
(1) isotropic emission of 1st particle  – 1 = 21,    cos1 = 1+ 22
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(1) isotropic emission of 1st particle  – 1 = 21,    cos1 = 1+ 22

(2) isotropic emission of 2nd particle – 2 = 23,    cos2 = 1+ 24

(3) accounting for angular correlation: 
(3a) calculation of cos (and, if necessary, )
(3b) y = max5;    if y > (), go to (2);    if y  (), accept i, i.



Where to see many useful algorithms for sampling of distributions specific for 
transport of particles through matter:

W.R. Nelson et al., The EGS4 code system, SLAC report SLAC-265 (1985)
H. Hirayama et al., The EGS5 code system, SLAC report SLAC-R-730 (2005)

GEANT3: CERN Program Library Long Writeup W5013, GEANT: detector 
description and simulation tool
GEANT4: Physics reference manual 
(http://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4/G4UsersDocuments/UsersGuides/PhysicsReferenceManual/html/Physics
ReferenceManual.html)

A.F. Bielajew, Fundamentals of the Monte Carlo method for neutral and 
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A.F. Bielajew, Fundamentals of the Monte Carlo method for neutral and 
charged particle transport (2000)



In searches for 2 decay and other rare processes, one should simulate 
single  and  decays because they create background and could imitate the 
effect which is searched for.

Most dangerous are  decayers with big Q:   208Tl, Q=5001 keV     [ToI’1998]
214Bi, Q=3272 keV

But also  decay 
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But also  decay 
could worse your
signal: 



Even if you have nice detector able to distinguish  particle from  and from 
and from + due visible tracks (in magnetic field), and to measure energies of 
each particle, their sum and the angle between directions (like NEMO-3), 
possibility to fake 2 still exists.

You will see two emitted electrons (at one place and time) also in:
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So, you should simulate single  and alphas to estimate their contributions 
and, for this, generate initial kinematics in their decays.

J. Argyriades 
et al., NIMA 
606(2009)449



 decay
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 decay
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Sometimes  decays are quite complicated, 
with population of the ground state and 
many excited levels (241Am).



Generation of kinematics in  decay:

1. MC sampling which level of daughter nucleus will be populated in
accordance with probabilities pi from nuclear data bases 
Algorithm A3 from 1st lecture:
(1) sample 
(2) find number i for which p0+p1+…+pi1   < p0+p1+…+pi (p0 = 0,  pi = 1)
(3) x = xi

2. Energy of  particle   E = Q(Am4)/Am for g.s.  g.s. decay
E = (QEexc)(Am4)/Am for decay to excited level
(nuclear recoil is usually neglected)
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(nuclear recoil is usually neglected)

3. Isotropical emission of  particle ( = 21, cos = 1+ 22)

4. If g.s.  g.s.  stop; if population of one of excited level  deexcitation
process.

5. Deexcitation process: 
MC sampling to which lower level to go;
emission of  quantum or conversion electron or conversion e+e pair;
emission of X ray in case if conversion electron was emitted;
stop if g.s. is reached (see details later).



Where to take all the data: 

Q (and Q, Q2):
M.Wang et al., Chinese Phys. C 36(2012)1603

Probabilities of decay to different daughter levels, Eexc, spins and parities J, 
lifetimes of excited levels, probabilities of population of lower levels:

R.B. Firestone et al. (ed.), Table of Isotopes, 8th ed. (1996) and updates 1998-9
ENSDF (Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File), 

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/ensdf/
M.M. Be et al., Table of Radionuclides, Monographie BIPM-5, vol. 1-7, 2004-13
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Binding energies of electrons on different atomic shells:
ToI’8, Appendix F3

Internal conversion coefficients:
ToI’8, Appendix F1 (theoretical values; experimental values are removed)
ENSDF (exp. values – known not for all transitions)
C.M. Lederer et al. (ed.),ToI, 7th ed., 1978 (exp. values – not for all transitions)
BRICC (Band-Raman Internal Conversion Coefficients) code (theor. values),

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nndcscr/ensdf_pgm/analysis/BrIcc/
ADNDT articles



Why conversion electrons are important? If we have contamination by some 
decayer, 1st electron is emitted in  decay. If excited level is populated and 
deexcites with emission of conversion electron instead of  quantum, we will 
have 2nd electron (emitted in one point and simultaneously) – imitation of 2
decay.

ICC depend on:
Z, E, 
atomic shell (K, L1, …), 
type of transition (E1, M1, E2, M2)

J  [|JfJi|, Jf+Ji]
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ToI’8 J=0              J=1            J=2
  E1,M2,E3…   E1,M2,E3… M2,E3,M4…
 + M1,E2,M3…  M1,E2,M3… E2,M3,E4…

207Bi  207Pb, E = 1064 keV: ICC = 0.128
137Cs 137Ba, E = 662 keV  : ICC = 0.112

Conversion could be from K, L1, L2, L3, 
M… shells (~100:~10:~3…)

For 0+  0+: only conversion e or e+e
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BRICC 

BRICC is excellent tool (but sometimes it is better to use experimental 
values because transitions very often have mixed character: M1+E2, etc.)



NEMO-3 and 208Tl
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Level 2615 keV is populated with 100%
ICC(2615) = 2.5e-3 (value of ToI’7 and now)

= 8.5e-3 (couple of years ~2005)
3.4 times higher calculated 2e background for 
NEMO-3 !! And energy of one of e is 2.5 MeV !!



Conversion to e+e pairs

Could occur if energy of transition > 1022 keV.

ICP depend on:
Z, E, type of transition (E1, M1, E2, M2)

208Tl, ICP(2615) = 3.7e-4
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E. Segre, Experimental Nuclear 
Physics, vol. 3, p. 368



Angular correlation between particles emitted in deexcitation process (, 
e, ee, etc.).

Particles are 
emitted with 
angular correlation
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R.D. Evans, The atomic Nucleus, 1955, p. 240

Taken into account in DECAY0 
for some cases:
ee in 2 decay – always;
, e, ee – 207Bi
 – in 2 of 76Ge, 100Mo to 0+

1



Non-zero lifetime of excited nuclear levels

If lifetime is non-zero, deexcitation
particles will be emitted with some 
delay. 

Sometimes it will lead to “events” 
which will be registered as 
independent due to big time gap: 
electron from  decay – at t = 0
 662 keV – after up to minutes
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 662 keV – after up to minutes

Generation of time delay: 
t = T1/2/ln2  ln
(see algorithm A2)        



 decay
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 decay



228Ac  228Th: population of ~50 levels with emission of ~200 different ’s 
(conversion electrons and e+e pairs)
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Generation of kinematics in  decay:

1. MC sampling which level of daughter nucleus will be populated in
accordance with probabilities pi from nuclear data bases 
(similar to that in  decay)

2. Energy of  particle – in accordance with shape of spectrum
(nuclear recoil and neutrino are usually neglected)

3. Isotropical emission of  particle ( = 21, cos = 1+ 22)
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1 2

4. If g.s.  g.s.  stop; if population of one of excited level  deexcitation
process.

5. Deexcitation process
(similar to that in  decay)



How to generate energy of  particle

The most easy way: calculate energy spectrum (f.e. with 1 keV step) and use 
algorithm A1

(1) sample 1 and 2

(2) t = a+(ba)1 and y = max2 (a = 0, b = Q)
3) if y > (t), go to (1); if y  (t), accept E = t.



max

not accepted
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xa b

not accepted

accepted



+ decay and electron capture

+ decay is competitive to EC if Q > 1022 keV. 

Probabilities depend on Z and Q 
(ToI’8, Appendix K3: EC more 
probable for low Q and high Z)

EC can be from K, L1, L2, L3, M, … 
shells. Experimental data for 
probabilities: ToI’7, ENSDF
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probabilities: ToI’7, ENSDF

After EC – hole in atomic shell, 
deexcitation process with emission 
of cascade of X rays and Auger 
electrons (quite complicated 
process)



2 decay
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2 decay



Emitted electrons have 
different energy 
distributions and different 
angular correlations in 
different modes (20, 
22, 20M, …) and 
mechanisms (2n, N*) of 2
decay:

1 - 20, 0+  0+, m, 2n
2 - 20, 0+  0+, rhc-, 2n
3 - 20, 0+  0+, rhc-, N*
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3 - 20, 0  0 , rhc-, N
4 - 22, 0+  0+, 2n
5 - 20M, 0+  0+, 2n
6 - 202M, 0+  0+, 2n
7 - 20, 0+  2+, rhc, 2n
8 - 22, 0+  2+, 2n, N*

m - non-zero  mass
rhc - right-handed currents
2n  - 2-nucleons
N* - excited nucleon
(d  u in different (2n) or 
in the same (N*) nucleons) V.I.Tretyak, Yu.G.Zdesenko, ADNDT 61(1995)43 for 100Mo
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How to sample energies of electrons in 2 decay and angle between their 
directions?

Everything starts from 3-dimensional density distribution 12(t1,t2,), where 
t1,t2 - energies of two electrons (in units mec2) and  - angle between them. 
From 12(t1,t2,), other densities are calculated (t0 = Q2/mec2):
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Correct algorithm of sampling for all modes of 2 decay is the following:
1. sample energy of 1st e in accordance with 1(t1) (2);
2. sample energy of 2nd e in accordance with 12(t1,t2) (1) with fixed t1;
3. sample direction of 1st e isotropically;
4. sample direction of 2nd e taking into account angular correlation in 

accordance with 12(t1,t2,) with fixed t1 and t2



With Fermi function so defined, integral (2) is calculated numerically. 
However, with the Primakoff-Rosen approximation F ~ e/p:
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PR
1(t1) = (t1+1)2(t0+1t1)2

Sampling energy of 1st electron – calculate energy spectrum (f.e. with 1 keV
step) and use algorithm A1 from 1st lecture:
(1) sample 1 and 2

(2) x = a+(ba)1 and y = max2 (a = 0, b = t0)
(3) if y > (x), go to (1); if y  (x), accept t1 = x
Energy of 2nd electron: t2 = t0t1

Sampling directions: (see 1st lecture) in accordance with angular correlation
() ~ 1  12cos
(i is velocity of i-th electron: i = pi/ei, ei = ti+1, pi = [ti(ti+2)]1/2)



If directions of movements are determined by angles  ,  and  , 

Sampling 
energy of 1st

electron
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If directions of movements are determined by angles 1, 1 and 2, 2

(0  i  , 0  i  2), then angle between their directions is:

cos = cos1cos2 + sin1sin2cos(12).

Algorithm:
(1) isotropic emission of 1st particle  – 1 = 21,    cos1 = 1+ 22

(2) isotropic emission of 2nd particle – 2 = 23,    cos2 = 1+ 24

(3) accounting for angular correlation: 
(3a) calculation of cos (and, if necessary, )
(3b) y = max5;    if y > (), go to (2);    if y  (), accept i, i.



Numerical calculation of 1(t1). In PR approximation:

for single electron energy t1:     PR
1(t1) = (t1+1)2(t0t1)5[(t0t1)2+8(t0t1)+28]

for sum of electron energies t = t1 + t2:     PR(t) = (t4+10t3+40t2+60t+30)t(t0t1)5

The correct algorithm see on slide 43.
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The correct algorithm see on slide 43.

Quite often, two incorrect algorithms could be met:
A. sample independently t1 from 1(t1) and t from (t); then t2 = tt1

B. sample independently both t1 and t2 from 1(t1) 

In A, energy of 1st electron will be in agreement with 1(t1) and their sum will 
be in agreement with (t), however energy of 2nd electron will not lay on 1(t1) 
(in particular, sometimes t2 < 0)

In B, both energies of 1st and 2nd electrons will be in agreement with 1(t1), but 
their sum will not be in agreement with (t) (sometimes t > t0)



Results for algorithm A (1e6 events):
t1 and t are good; 
t2 is bad – distributed incorrectly 
and 18% of events are lost (t2 < 0)

Results for algorithm B (1e6 events):
t1 and t2 are good; 
t is bad – distributed incorrectly and 
0.3% of events are lost (t > t0)
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Let us “improve” algorithm A: if t2 < 0, we reject such an event and just 
repeat sampling from the beginning. 

Results are shocking: now all three distributions are incorrect. Reason is that 
we introduced additional condition to choose the results – which has a trend 
to chose events with smaller t1 and bigger t – just as we see in Fig.
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Results of correct algorithms:
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If not the g.s. but excited level of daughter nucleus is populated – we have 
subsequent deexcitation process with emission of  quanta, conversion 
electrons and electron-positron pairs (for E > 1022 keV) – similar to 
deexcitation in single  and  decays

If the 2nd excited level 01
+ is populated, two emitted  quanta have angular 

correlation:
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Taken into account in DECAY0 for 76Ge, 
100Mo



BIG ADVICE:

Please always check, is generation of initial kinematics is correct or not

Energy distributions for both electrons (they should be the same – check 
this!), for sum of electron energies – compare with theoretical formulae

Which particles are emitted and how many
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Their direction of movement and angular correlations

Please remember: 
if something is incorrect on the level of generation of initial kinematics, 
Geant4 (or some other code) will be unable to improve this by simulation 
process – your initial error just will be repeated million/billion times and 
final results will be wrong and contain the error set in the very beginning



DECAY0 event generator
for initial kinematics of particles in

,  and 2 decays
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,  and 2 decays



2 decay in DECAY0

– 40 isotopes – the most interesting from the whole list of 69
– 2, 2, + , 2+ processes
– transitions to ground state and few excited 2+ and 0+ levels of daughter

nucleus
– 20 modes of decay (2; 0 with  mass and right-handed currents; 

different Majorons; 2n and N* mechanisms; with Lorentz violation;
quadruple beta decay) 
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2 decay: isotopes, 2 processes, levels of daughter nucleus 
48Ca  48Ti 2 g.s. 2+

1 2+
2

58Ni  58Fe 2, + g.s. 2+
1 2+

2
64Zn  64Ni 2, + g.s.
70Zn  70Ge 2 g.s.
76Ge  76Se 2 g.s. 2+

1 0+
1 2+

2
74Se  74Ge 2, + g.s. 2+

1 2+
2

82Se  82Kr 2 g.s. 2+
1 2+

2
94Zr  94Mo 2 g.s. 2+

1
96Zr  96Mo 2 g.s. 2+

1 0+
1 2+

2 2+
3

92Mo  92Zr 2, + g.s. 2+
1 0+

1
100Mo  100Ru 2 g.s. 2+

1 0+
1 2+

2 0+
2

106Cd  106Pd 2, +,2+ g.s. 2+ 2+ 0+ 2+ 0+
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106Cd  106Pd 2, +,2+ g.s. 2+
1 2+

2 0+
1 2+

3 0+
2

108Cd  108Pd 2 g.s. 
114Cd  114Sn 2 g.s. 
116Cd  116Sn 2 g.s. 2+

1 0+
1 0+

2 2+
2 2+

3
120Te  120Sn 2, + g.s. 2+

1
128Te  128Xe 2 g.s. 2+

1
130Te  130Xe 2 g.s. 2+

1 2+
2 0+

1
136Xe  136Ba 2 g.s. 2+

1 2+
2 0+

1
148Nd  148Sm 2 g.s. 2+

1 2+
2

150Nd  150Sm 2 g.s. 2+
1 0+

1 2+
2 2+

3 0+
2

Also: 40,46Ca, 84Sr, 96,104Ru, 112,122,124Sn, 136,138,142Ce, 156,158Dy, 180,186W, 190,198Pt
For 2 decay to excited level – subsequent de-excitation process (lecture 2)



2 decay of unstable (single  and  isotopes)

2
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Q2(214Pb) = 1024+3272 
= 4296 keV

T1/2
0 ~ 1/ Q2

5

Q2(19B,22C) ~ 43 MeV
4106 faster than 0 76Ge

DECAY0: 214Pb, 214Bi, 218Po, 222Rn



2 decay: decay modes, transitions, mechanisms (2n and N*)

02(m) 0+  0+ 2n 
02(rhc-) 0+  0+ 2n 
02(rhc-) 0+  0+, 2+ N* 
22 0+  0+ 2n 
02M1 0+  0+ 2n Majoron with SI=1 a

02M2 0+  0+ 2n Majoron with SI=2 b

02M3 0+  0+ 2n Majoron with SI=3 c

02M7 0+  0+ 2n Majoron with SI=7
02(rhc-) 0+  2+ 2n 
22 0+  2+ 2n, N*

0K+ 0+  0+, 2+
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0K 0  0 , 2
2K+ 0+  0+, 2+

02K 0+  0+, 2+

22K 0+  0+, 2+

22 0+  0+ with bosonic neutrinos
22 0+  2+ with bosonic neutrinos
02(rhc-) 0+  0+ with simplified expression 
02(rhc-) 0+  0+ with specific NMEs 
22 0+  0+ with Lorentz violation
04 0+  0+ quadruple beta decay
a old Majoron of Gelmini-Roncadelli
b bulk Majoron of Mohapatra
c double Majoron, vector Majoron, charged Majoron



Generated by 
DECAY0 initial energy 
spectra of electrons 
emitted in 2 (two 
neutrino and 
neutrinoless) decays 
of 100Mo (Q2=3034 
keV): E1 – single 
electron spectrum, 
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electron spectrum, 
E1+E2 – sum of the 
electrons energies. 
Generated 
distributions are 
shown together with 
theoretical curves.



Single  and  decays in DECAY0

 59 isotopes (dangerous nuclides and calibration sources)
 careful description of decay schemes (up to 48 excited levels and 

up to 166 different transitions)
 for each transition, 3 concurrent processes are considered 

(emission of  quantum, conversion electron or e+e pair)
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(emission of  quantum, conversion electron or e+e pair)



 and  decays: isotopes

Nuclides from U/Th chains + Cosmogenic isotopes + Calibration sources

Ac228            Co60             K40         Sr90 Zr96+Nb96 
Ar39              Cs136            K42         Ta182 Recently added:
Ar42              Cs137+Ba137m Mn54        Te133 Am241
As79+Se79m Eu147           Na22        Te133m Kr81
Bi207+Pb207m Eu152            P32      Te134 Kr85
Bi208             Eu154            Pa234m   Tl207 Pb210
Bi210             Gd146            Pb211    Tl208 Ra228
Bi212+Po212     Hf182            Pb212    Xe133 Rb87
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Bi212+Po212     Hf182            Pb212    Xe133 Rb87
Bi214+Po214     I126 Pb214      Xe135         Sb125
C14               I133 Rh106      Y88      Th234
Ca48+Sc48        I134 Sb126      Y90      Xe129m
Cd113             I135 Sb133      Zn65 Xe131m

Description of decays and de-excitation processes: 
in accordance with Nuclear Data Sheets and Table of Isotopes, 1998 



Generated by 
DECAY0 initial energy 
spectra of electrons, 
quanta, positrons and 
 particles in 214Bi
decay. 
One can see discrete 
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One can see discrete 
lines of conversion 
electrons on 
continuous spectrum 
of beta particles



Artificial events

– emission of 38 particles from the GEANT3 list with needed direction 
and energies

– artificial e+e pairs,  decays with needed Q and Z values
– Compton and Moller scattering
– possibility to construct events consisted of few (up to 10) parts: 

e.g.  or β decay with emission of 1, 2, … ’s, etc.
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GEANT3 list
of particles: 



User asks DECAY0 to generate 2β or  or β or artificial events, and how many, 
in dialog:
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Result is written in text file (easy to read by any program: GEANT, EGS, MCNP, 
… or your own code). In beginning of file, explanation of data is given (units, 3 
components of momentum, times, etc.).

There is a possibility to use DECAY0 
also as a subroutine in bigger program.



DECAY0 generated file: ge76.txt                                
date and hour         :   13.10.2004    13:49:54
initial random number :           0

event type: Ge76            
0nubb(mn) 0+ -> 0+     {2n}      
level, Elevel (MeV) =  0+       .00000     MeV

Format of data:
for each event    - event's number,

time of event's start, 
number of emitted particles;

for each particle - GEANT number of particle,
x,y,z components of momentum,
time shift from previous time

Time - in sec, momentum - in MeV/c

Example of file 
generated by 
the DECAY0 
(20 decay 
of 76Ge):
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First event and full number of events:
1          5

1  .000000       2
3  -.158519      -1.21733       .495074      .000000    
3   .435222       .577828      -1.38279      .000000    

2  .000000       2
3  -.276698      -.817737       1.30184      .000000    
3   1.14743       .493095      -.434010      .000000    

3  .000000       2
3   1.23563      -.871679       .467743      .000000    
3  -.536833E-01   1.26254       .309205      .000000    

4  .000000       2
3   .343333      -1.19969      -.921614      .000000    
3  -.212937       .659766       1.13869      .000000    

5  .000000       2
3   1.00859       .103761E-02   .409639      .000000    
3  -.182828       1.14362      -1.36064      .000000    



DECAY0 generated file: tl208.txt                               
date and hour         :   13.10.2004    13:50:30
initial random number :           0

event type: Tl208           

Format of data:
for each event    - event's number,

time of event's start, 
number of emitted particles;

for each particle - GEANT number of particle,
x,y,z components of momentum,
time shift from previous time

Time - in sec, momentum - in MeV/c

First event and full number of events:
1          3

Example of file 
generated by 
the DECAY0 
(decay of 208Tl):
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1          3

1  427.288       3
3   .691615E-01   .220986       .482348      .000000    
1   .270020      -.331719       .396157      .102899E-09
1  -1.65769       .593713      -1.93334      .773901E-11

2  306.972       4
3   .778422       .793706       .163059E-01  .000000    
1  -.955445E-01  -.277438      -.418355      .000000    
1   .811938E-01  -.494772      -.297485      .496265E-09
1   1.72770       1.32310       1.45007      .189274E-10

3  92.4015       5
3   .380951       .124934      -.753557E-01  .000000    
3  -.361833      -.259030       .175668      .129095E-11
1   .320849E-01   .585443E-01   .573334E-01  .000000    
1  -.234804       .477869      -.237481      .352442E-10
1  -.686406      -.790540E-01  -2.52207      .868726E-11



Current applications of the DECAY0:

DECAY0 code was written more than 20 years ago – in times, when 
GEANT4 and its internal event generator for  and β decays did not exist. 
But it still is used – with updates – by number of groups, which work mainly 
in field of searches for rare decays. DECAY0 is written in FORTRAN and 
currently consists of ~17,500 lines. 

DECAY0 is used by: 
LPD KINR (many years, since ~1990)
NEMO-2&3 (since ~1992) + SuperNEMO (with historical name GENBB)
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NEMO-2&3 (since ~1992) + SuperNEMO (with historical name GENBB)
DAMA
COBRA
SNO+
GERDA/Majorana (for 2 decay)
AMoRE
NEXT
Some others (LUMINEU, Xenon, PandaX-III, INO-DBD, …)



Example 1: KINR + DAMA (first observation of  decay of 151Eu) 

CaF2 scintillator 370 g, 7426 h of measurements in the DAMA 
low-background R&D set-up at LNGS 
[P.Belli et al., Nucl. Phys. A 789(2007)15] 

Experimental data are fitted by the simulated most important components 
of / spectrum (152Eu, 90Sr-90Y, 232Th, 238U + external gammas from PMT)
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Example 2: NEMO-3 experiment

7 kg of 100Mo, 389 d of data taking in the Modane Underground Laboratory 
[R.Arnold et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 95(2005)182302]

22 decay of 100Mo (219000 events, S/B=40) – experimental data are 
compared with simulated distributions for:

(a) sum of electron energies;
(b) angular distribution between electrons:
(c) energy spectrum of single electrons
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Updated NEMO-3 statistics [Chauveau, Moriond 2012] 
ee, ee, ee, e, e, … channels are analysed
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Example 3: GERDA (investigation of 2β decay of 76Ge)

Phase I, 6 HPGe enriched 
in 76Ge to 86%, 14.63 kg, 
126 d of data taking in the 
Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso
[M. Agostini et al., JPG 40 
(2013) 035110]
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Examples of simulations with DECAY0 but without direct comparison with 
experimental data:
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TGV – JINST 06 (2011) C01057 COBRA – PRC 80 (2009) 025502

NEXT – JPG 40 (2013) 125203

136Xe 20
214Bi 208Tl 

DEAP-1 – APP 62 (2014) 178



Conclusion

Written more than 20 years ago, DECAY0 event generator is to-date the most 
developed event generator for simulations of different 2 decay processes 
(40 2β nuclides, 17 2β modes, decays to g.s. and excited levels). 

Generation of single  and  decays of atomic nuclei also is possible for 59 
nuclides dangerous for imitating 2β decay or calibration sources (however, 
now it is possible also in GEANT4 with its own internal event generator).
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now it is possible also in GEANT4 with its own internal event generator).

The code consists currently of ~17,500 FORTRAN lines and is available for 
other groups, in case of their interest.

DECAY0 was and still is successfully used in several big experiments devoted 
to searches for rare nuclear ,  and 2 decays (NEMO, DAMA, KINR, COBRA, 
GERDA/Majorana, AMoRE, NEXT and others).



Thank you for attention!
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